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Abstract 
Vehicle power battery pack is a complex system with the characteristics of multi-field 
variable, multi-dimensional, multi-scale, multi-level, multi-subsystem, multi-functional 
requirements and changeable working environment. According to the complex system 
characteristics of vehicle power battery pack, this paper puts forward the idea that the 
essence of vehicle power battery pack thermal runaway protection is to control the 
emergence and transmission process of its thermal runaway risk. Combined with the 
thermal runaway causes and their correlation, a thermal runaway cause network model 
is established, and a thermal runaway protection scheme based on cognitive-restrict 
model of complex system is proposed, which can effectively guide the structural safety 
design and optimization of vehicle power battery pack. 
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1. Introduction 

The ability of vehicle power battery to resist thermal runaway is very important to ensure the safety 
of electric vehicles. In recent years, with the frequent occurrence of electric vehicle safety accidents, 
the latent danger of power battery pack thermal runaway has become increasingly prominent, so 
the researchers at home and abroad began to focus on the protection of power battery thermal 
runaway pack [1].  

At present, the thermal runaway protection technology of vehicle power battery pack mainly focus 
on reducing the probability of thermal runaway of single battery and blocking the transmission of 
thermal shock and high-temperature jet gas produced by thermal runaway of single battery between 
surrounding batteries to avoid the domino effect of thermal runaway in the battery pack and reduce 
the harm of thermal runaway[2,3].  

However, the safety of power battery pack is the result of many factors and the external environment. 
The safety and reliability of a single battery under a certain thermal runaway cause cannot completely 
ensure that the power battery pack will not have thermal runaway. Now the understanding of the 
thermal runaway protection scheme of vehicle power battery pack is insufficient at the system level 
which ignoring the complex system characteristics of vehicle power battery pack. The thermal 
runaway protection is mostly carried out for a certain cause of thermal runaway, without considering 
the relationship between the causes, which resulting in the poor protection effect against thermal 
runaway.Therefore, the thermal runaway protection scheme of vehicle power battery pack must fully 
consider the complex system characteristics of battery pack. 
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2. Complex System Characteristics of Vehicle Power Battery Pack 

From the perspective of field variables, the vehicle power battery pack is the coupling effect of 
electromagnetic field, temperature field and mechanical field. From the perspective of physical scale, 
it should stride across active particles, pole pieces, cells, modules, packages, which has characteristics 
of multi-level, multi-dimensional and multi-scale. From the perspective of assembly, it is a multi 
subsystem with complex connection, including battery, module, package and various parts and 
components. From the perspective of the external environment, the influence of temperature, 
humidity, vibration, impact, collision, overcharge, over discharge and other factors should be 
considered. From the perspective of functional requirements, it should be electrical safety, thermal 
safety and structural safety. From the perspective of accident causes, it mainly includes collision, 
vibration impact and environmental disturbance. Therefore, the vehicle power battery pack has the 
characteristics of multi-level, multi-subsystem, uncertainty, emergence, evolution and openness as 
shown in the Figure 1, which conforms to the definition of complex system [4], so it is a typical 
complex system. 

 

Figure 1. Logic block diagram of complex system of power battery pack 

3. Thermal Runaway Analysis of Vehicle Power Battery Pack based on the 
Perspective of Complex System 

The security of complex systems is based on the attributes of the system level, and it is an overall 
emergence of the system [5]. From the perspective of safety, the overall emergence of the complex 
system is actually a qualitative change of complex systems caused by emergencies within the system, 
including safety and accidents. 

The essence of thermal runaway accident as an overall emergence of the complex system of vehicle 
power battery pack is the emergence and transmission process of thermal runaway risk. The 
occurrence of thermal runaway of vehicle power battery pack is mostly due to the risk emergence of 
a single battery or a component in the battery pack under a certain thermal runaway cause, and then 
the thermal runaway risk state is transmitted between the surrounding batteries through the thermal 
nonlinear interaction between the batteries in the battery pack, which causing the thermal runaway 
risk state to jump from the bottom to the top. Eventually, it will cause safety accidents such as battery 
pack thermal runaway or even fire. 

It can be seen from this that the thermal runaway safety protection of vehicle power battery pack 
based on complex system cognition is actually the control process of system thermal runaway risk. 
Therefore, combined with the relevant theories in the field of complex system risk control to protect 
the vehicle power battery pack from thermal runaway safety accidents is very feasible.  
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4. Thermal Runaway Protection Scheme based on Cognitive-Restrict Model of 
Complex System 

4.1 Cognitive-Restrict Model 

Cognitive-restrict model covers the whole process of safety accidents, including pre prevention, in-
process control and postmortem analysis, and it is increasingly used in the safety accident prevention 
of modern complex systems. Therefore, this paper mainly uses cognitive-restrict model to analyze 
the thermal runaway safety problem in the complex system of vehicle power battery pack, and puts 
forward a targeted thermal runaway safety protection scheme. 

4.2 Stereoscopic Network Model of Thermal Runaway Causes  

Based on the internal mechanism of cognitive-restrict model[6], the thermal runaway accident of 
complex system of vehicle power battery pack is recognized firstly. Then the causes of thermal 
runaway safety accidents are obtained by analyzing the whole process of a large number of thermal 
runaway safety accidents of vehicle power battery packs. After that, the thermal runaway causes are 
divided into layers. By abstracting the thermal runaway causes of safety accidents as nodes and the 
correlation between the causes as edges, a stereoscopic network model of thermal runaway causes of 
vehicle power battery pack as shown in the Figure 2 is established. 

 

 
Figure 2. A stereoscopic network model of thermal runaway causes 

 

𝐴  in the model represents the 𝑗  abstract node in 𝑖   layer, where 𝑖 = 1 corresponds to battery 
cell, i = 2 corresponds to battery module and i = 3 corresponds to battery pack respectively. 𝑗 
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corresponds to number of causes. In the Figure 2, dark color indicates the key nodes with high 
importance, light color indicates the general nodes with low importance, the edge shown by thick line 
indicates the obvious association relationship between nodes, and the edge shown by thin line 
indicates the potential association relationship between nodes. 

Specifically, A can be defined as thermal runaway causes, such as overcharge, over-discharge, over-
heating, short circuit, collision in the layer of single battery; the heat conduction between batteries, 
the thermal conduction, the thermal radiation, the thermal convection of the surrounding air and the 
thermal baking caused by the combustion of the battery in the layer of module; the large-area fire and 
combustion of modules in the layer of pack. It can be seen that the level of thermal runaway cause 
corresponds to the corresponding system level, and the improvement of the system level of thermal 
runaway cause corresponds to the transition of thermal runaway risk state. Once the risk state of 
thermal runaway jumps to the battery pack, it indicates that there is a great latent danger of thermal 
runaway in the vehicle power battery pack at this time, which will seriously threaten the safety of 
electric vehicle. 

Combined with the risk control theory of complex system[7], the stereoscopic network model of 
thermal runaway cause is applied to the thermal runaway safety protection of vehicle power battery 
pack. According to certain mapping rules, the relationship between the system structural components 
and the thermal runaway causes is established. The restrict control is applied to the key nodes in the 
process of thermal runaway emergence and transmission of power battery pack, and the specific 
configuration of restrict control is combined with the safety design and optimization of power battery 
pack. In that way, the thermal runaway safety protection of vehicle power battery pack has a 
corresponding relationship with its structural safety design and optimization, as shown in the Figure 
3. 

 

 
Figure 3. Thermal runaway protection scheme based on cognitive-restrict model 

 

For example, the thermal runaway cause as collision can be mapped to the crash worthiness design 
of vehicle power battery pack structure; the thermal runaway cause as high temperature can be 
mapped to the design of the thermal management system of vehicle power battery pack; the thermal 
runaway cause as overcharge can be mapped to the optimization of the charge and discharge balance 
control strategy of vehicle power battery pack; the thermal runaway cause as short circuit can be 
mapped to structural design of internal and external short circuit protection for vehicle power battery 
pack, and so on. In the Figure 3, component optimization refers to the structural safety design and 
optimization of individual components in the power battery pack, such as the PTC current limiting 
device of battery and other safety protection technologies for thermal runaway of single battery. 
Component coupling optimization refers to the structural safety design and optimization of multiple 
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components in the power battery pack, such as the design of reasonable heat transfer path, module 
structure, etc. 

5. Conclusion 

Considering the high complexity of vehicle battery pack, this paper puts forward the idea that the 
essence of thermal runaway safety protection of vehicle power battery pack is to control the 
emergence and transmission process of thermal runaway risks based on the perspective of complex 
system, establishes a stereoscopic network model of thermal runaway causes, and puts forward a 
system level thermal runaway protection scheme combined with cognitive-restrict model. The 
protection scheme can effectively guide the structural safety design and optimization of vehicle power 
battery pack by using the correlation between the thermal runaway causes and the structural 
components of vehicle power battery pack. And then in the structural design and development stage 
of vehicle power battery pack, it can realize the synchronous development of the performance and 
application requirements of vehicle power battery pack, such as thermal runaway safety protection, 
reliability, lightweight, cost control, and etc. Based on this protection scheme, it can realize the 
thermal runaway safety protection at the system level of vehicle power battery pack which is of 
reference value to solve the lack of understanding on the system level of the safety protection research 
of vehicle power battery pack thermal runaway at the present stage. 
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